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The Best Start!

• Context and challenges for ethnic minority children 
communities in schooling in Myanmar

• Overview of Save the Children's ECCD programme, 
particularly in the States

• Save the Children in Myanmar’s language policy 
• How the policy is brought to life
• Research and evaluation demonstrating the impact for 

children from ethnolinguistic communities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This conference is a very exciting opportunity. Track 1, and particularly the theme “Language in early childhood education and development: multilingual education to facilitate smooth integration into primary school”  very closely describes our work.  In addition to sharing, there is a great deal to learn from all participantsThis presentation will focus on:Context and challengesOverview of  our programmeOur Language PolicyHow the policy is actually brought to life and examples of the approach and techniques And some research and evaluation results which show how this makes a difference for ethnic children



Context and challenges

• Administrative context –
States and Divisions

• Ethnolinguistic context
• Teaching 

medium/Language of 
instruction

• Diversity and variables
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Myanmar States and Divisions
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Ethnolinguistic map
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Context and challenges

• Most children in our ECCD programme in the States 
are not exposed to the second language L2 at home.

• Therefore, the second language L2 requires to be 
taught so that children have a minimum level for 
school.

• This is the rationale underpinning Save the Children’s 
work in ECCD centres – enabling children from 
ethnolinguistic communities to learn adequate levels of 
Myanmar language to equip them for starting school.
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Save the Children in Myanmar – overview of Education/ECCD 
programme

• 13 Townships
• 3 Divisions (Sagaing, 

Magwe and 
Ayerawaddy)

• 3 States (Kayin, South 
Shan, North Shan)
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To increase access to, and the quality of, basic
education for over 150,000 of the poorest children in
Myanmar

Save the Children in Myanmar – overview of 
Education/ECCD programme



Expected programme outcomes

• 150,000 children, 
within the ages of 0-8 
years, will be reached 
through ECCD-
related services and 
engagement with 
grades 1 and 2 of 
primary school (50% 
from ethnolinguistic 
communities)
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Save the Children in Myanmar 
Early Learning and Transition to Primary School Programme

• ECCD Community based and managed provision linking work 
across Township/State/Division/National levels
– 0 – 3 Parenting Education 
– 3 – 5 Centre based ECCD
– 6 – 8 Transition to school (TC) and support to Grades 1 and 2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional programme activities:ECCD Network Group (Township level)Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) including Child Led Disaster Risk Reduction (CLDRR)Learning Environment Improvement ProgrammeEstablishment of Community Managed Support System for children who are attending in schoolsTransitions Curriculum



Save the Children – Language Policy

• Sets the country context alongside accepted theory 
around language acquisition and teaching medium.

• Recognises that, although learning is more effective in 
the early years of primary education if in mother 
tongue, the reality for many children from diverse 
ethnolinguistic communities in Myanmar is that they will 
be taught in L2.  

• Sets out strategies to enable children to equip them 
with adequate Myanmar language so that their learning 
is not impaired when they go to primary school.
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Bringing the policy to life!

Parenting Education
• Encourage parents 

through parenting 
programmes to 
continue development 
of L1 at home and 
through community and 
other games, songs, 
stories and activities
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Bringing the policy to life!

ECCD centres
• Employ ECCD staff who speak/understand the ethnic 

language(s)
• Peer learning: “pair-up” children who can speak some 

Myanmar language to work with those with none
• Start all activities in ethnic language and, over time, 

introduce Myanmar
• Learning activities undertaken bilingually and in stages
• Tell illustrated stories first in ethnic language and then 

introduce some key Myanmar language
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Bringing the policy to life!

ECCD Centres
Staff use verbal instructions in Myanmar language, with non-verbal 
instruction (gesture, diagrams, pictures etc.) using their faces and 
bodies as expressively and exaggeratedly to communicate the 
meaning of what they are saying in L2. 

• Identify key L2 words reinforced from a previous learning activity, 
and new L2 words/phrases to introduce as new, building on what 
is familiar children to introduce new concepts and new language.
Transitions Curriculum

• Principles and Framework of Transitions Curriculum
• Techniques
• Teaching and Learning Materials
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What our work looks like
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows how our work includes marginalised children – the little girl with disabilities is clearly included, and the little girl who brings her doll to ECCD centre in the way her mother carries her children is learning Myanmar language through song.  Her actions are slightly out of time with the rest of the children, showing that she doesn’t understand the Myanmar words, but is copying the actions from the other children.  This demonstrates one of the ways in which non Myanmar speaking children learn the language to help when they start school.



Research and evaluation demonstrating the impact for 
children of ethnolinguistic communities

• Development Gains Assessments (cohort monitoring)

• Regular joint monitoring visits

• Mid Term Evaluation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of monitoring and evaluation events - in particular, the external Mid term Evalation (donor) evaluation undertaken by an international consultant and team (March 2010), Annual Joint TC monitoring visits including partners – government partners (DEPT, DBE and DSW), UNICEF etc and project monitoring and assessments of children’s development gains



Development Gains Assessments

Receptive Vocabulary
• In the States, highly significant gains in all categories. 

Draw –a-figure 
• In States, all the result similarly show highly significant

gains in all groups including girls, boys, poor girls and 
poor boys.

• Children from the Sates show greater improvement 
than children from Divisions (the starting point is lower) 
. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All categories refers to girls, boys, poor girls and poor boy - significant changes in poor boys show a much improved performance compared with the previous assessment.Reasons for the highly significant gains:ECCD caregivers confident and clearly practising the Language policy in ECCD centres, supporting the children from ethnolinguistic communities in language acquisition.  Caregivers in the States are confident and proficient in activities such as storytelling , reciting poems /rhymes in ECCD centres.So Ethnic children from States showed more improvement than children from Division . So Ethnic children from States gained verbal and non-verbal skills. 



Transitions Curriculum – Joint Monitoring Visit

• Teachers in Pa-Oh villages report that TC, particularly 
use of TLMs is enabling more effective learning. 

• Children were asked what they like best about school -
learning, playing, writing, singing/saying rhymes, 
playing with pictures and drawing

• Teachers teach children songs and poems with 
actions, sing together with the children, the teacher 
holds the child’s hand to help learn the Myanmar 
alphabet. Numbers are taught using sticks. Cards are 
used, painting, colouring with crayons, vegetables are 
taught with pictures.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pa-=Oh teachers Children in Pa-Oh villages are benefiting, through TC implementation.  The teachers find that the TLMs make it much easier for them to convey the learning message.  They tend to teach in Myanmar but use local language to communicate and in introduce lessons.  Thus the learning is more effective thanks to the TLMs.There are wider benefits to TC – broader changes in teaching methodologies - Parents know that the method of teaching has changed. They said, “They never teach like this before, it is a very good thing that teachers are making an effort to make children learn happily in school”



Mid Term Evaluation

The evaluation found impressive evidence of improved 
learning and development outcomes for young children 
that have benefited from the ECCD intervention. These 
include health, cognitive, language, physical, social, 
and ‘learning skills’ (from PE and ECCD centres). 
The physical development gains have been particularly 
marked for ethnic children from the States.
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Mid Term Evaluation

As a result of ECCD:
• Significant and highly significant gains in receptive 

vocabulary (in the mother tongue)
• Significant and highly significant gains in visual-motor 

perceptual skills
• Increased average weight and height, especially for ethnic 

children in States
• By comparing cohorts of children before and after the 

introduction of ECCD, these findings are important in 
demonstrating definite development gains for children as 
a result of participation in an ECCD programme. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project has been undertaking monitoring of cohorts of children at different stages of setting up of ECCD centres and Parenting Education. So far, this study has found:



Conclusions

• Programming must be relevant to the context
• An approach which combines community and national 

level policy combines credibility and evidence with the 
potential for wider scale up

• Creativity!
• Demonstrated change for children from ethnolinguistic 

communities
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Thank you!
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